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It is hard to believe we have just two events 
left in 2022. The year really has flown by. 

However, we still have our final Cars and 
Coffee get together on Sunday 30th October 
and the ever popular Christmas Lunch on 
Tuesday 6th December (full details on the 
RIAC Website and this bulletin). I know it is 
somewhat of a cliché, but these events do not 
happen by accident. Therefore, I would like to 
take this opportunity to thank the members 
of the RIAC Motoring Sub-committee for all 
their hard work in organising and running the 
various successful events that have been held 
so far this year, and of course our thanks go to 
those participating in these events too. I also 

wish to thank most sincerely those people who 
have been kind enough to donate Motor Books 
and Motor Event Programmes to the Archive. 
Such donations will always be most welcome. 
Given the present fluid state of the transport 
sector generally the work of the Archive takes 
on even more significance in maintaining our 
links with the past and, dare I say, better times. 
However, we are reassured constantly by the 
continuing support for the activities of the 
Archive for which I thank you and without 
which our work would be in vain.

- Robin McCullagh
Chair, RIAC Motoring Sub-committee



After two years of Covid 19 disruptions 
The Pioneer Run 2022 returned to The 

Moyvalley Hotel & Golf Club where we had 
held a successful event in 2019. The club 
had run an informal Pioneer event for Laura 
Lynn in 2021 based around the Dawson St. 
clubhouse but for this year we were delighted 
to return to the previous successful format. 
 
From the start there was a significant appetite 
to get the veterans of both two, three and four 
wheel varieties back on the event. In fact our 
first entry came in within 5 minutes of the 
regulations being emailed to our database. We 
had secured a number of old RIAC EIR touring 
car plates and had offered the first 10 entrants 
one as a bonus providing they completed the 
event. A special effort was made to secure more 
motorbike entries. This was successful and the 

decision was made to include flat tank bikes 
which might by manufacture fall a couple of 
years outside our veteran rule but by design are 
pre great warmachines. 
 
Our oldest two wheel entries were both 1912, 
a Sun 3.75hp and a Rudge Multithough the 
latter was ridden by our youngest entrant, Sam 
Bewley. We secured one three wheeler entrant, 
the 1907 Lagonda Tricar of Peter Walby from 
Belfast. On the car front the oldest entry was 
the magnificent 1899 Panhard et Levassor 16hp 
of Shane Houlihan. This racing machine has 
4-cylinders and has an amazing turn of speed 
for such an early machine. In total, we had 
58 entries of which 8 were motorcycles. This 
compares with the jointPioneer VCC event 
of the past but in this case all bar one were 
from the island of Ireland. Bob Montgomery’s 
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work over the early Pioneer years has really 
paid dividends and now it’s fair to say that the 
veteran car scene in Ireland is at its healthiest 
ever. 
 
It wouldn’t be an Irish event without the 
impact of the weather at some stage over the 
weekend. Some entrants had arrived as early 
as Friday so when wesaw the conditions on 
Saturday morning, we feared for the weekend 
motoring. To say it was pouring wasn’t an 
understatement. Our start time for Saturday’s 
informal shakedown run was scheduled to 
be 1pm but after a flight weather delay 19 
hardy crews ventured forth. We travelled to 
Trim Castle Followed by a refreshment stop at 
Moran’s Public House at The Hill of Down. 
 
For those that were only joining the event 
in the afternoon we held a get together for 
everyone back at the golf clubhouse on the 
hotel avenue later in the afternoon with 
refreshments and finger food. Already one 
could perceive a great sense of fun in the 
event.It was with trepidation that I opened my 

bedroom curtains on the Sunday morning but 
to my relief I was greeted by pure blue skies. 
More entrants were arriving and we were also 
joined by 12 Ferraris from the owner’s club. 
After a briefing it was time to hit the road for 
The Pioneer Run. Our venue, a private home, 
was 28 miles away but with good roads on the 
route this proved to be easy going. 
 
 Our venue, though a private home, has 17 
acres of truly magnificent gardens, arunway 
with numerous aircraft of both fixed wing, 
biplane, model, and rotor varieties. For 
motoring enthusiasts there were numerous 
gems on display and for those with an interest 
in equine horsepower they were well catered 
for too.Truly a stunning venue. We held a raffle 
to support a worthy charity chosen by your 
hosts raising €2500. After two fantastic hours 
we returned by a different route to Moyvalley 
for lunch. 
 
 The Pioneer Run 2022 was a super success 
with the RIAC proving itself again as a strong 
upholder of early motoring in Ireland.

-Don Larkin





THE RIAC CLASSIC & SPORTS CAR RUN 



There was a new look to the 2022 RIAC 
Classic and Sports Car run, with a new 

starting and finishing point. The start venue 
used for the last few years; Taylors Grange 
beside Marlay Park was unsuitable because 
of road works in the vicinity. After trying a 
number of alternatives, D’Arcy McGee’s at 
Spawell, Templeogue was found and proved 
to be a most welcoming start venue. Thanks 
to theNugent brothers, the owners and in 
particular to the Denning family of Denning’s 
Garage nearby who very generously sponsored 
the coffee and buns at the start. Not only did 
they sponsor the star refreshments the family 
also entered several vehicles.Thanks to Robin 
McCullagh and Richard Warbrick for handling 
arrival and the handing out of the road books. 
Alex Sinclair acting as “tail gunner” to assist 
any runners who had difficulty on the way,was 
another essential part of the organisation.  
 
The entry of 33 vehicles, larger than recent 
years, covered a wide range of cars. The oldest 
was an open 1920’s Bentley, with BMW’s, 
Mercedes, MG, Alfa Romeo and other marques 
to make a great variety of vehicles. We were 
fortunate that the weather which, while cloudy 
at times, remained dry,with sunshine appearing 
now and then.The Route, of just under 100km, 
briefly passed through Tallaght, even covering 
a little of the originalTallaght Circuit, before 

leaving built up areas for the countryside. The 
rest of the route meandered through Wicklow, 
covering some well-known areas (Glencree 
valley for example) and other lesser-known 
parts of Wicklow. From the little village of 
Conary, near the end of route a wonderful 
panorama of the Wicklow hills was visible. The 
route managed to avoid any traffic humps, a 
rare feat nowadays! Adding to the fun was the 
quiz compiled by Robin with its rhyming clues. 
This was a challenge to many and required 
alertness from driver and navigator. In fact, to 
really enjoy the day the navigator is essential, as 
a few solo drivers found navigating and driving 
to be a bit too complicated. A Little lesson also 
for the organisers, a larger font size for the 
route instructions would be helpful. 
 
The finish venue was at the Beehive, adjacent 
to the M11. As an aside, the final few metres of 
road was part of the original Wicklow circuit. 
The Beehive has been recently refurbished 
and has a large car park that was ideal for the 
event. A bit of a contrast with the grandeur of 
Russborough, used in recent years. as the finish 
venue. Thanks to Lisa and her team for the 
soup and sandwiches available for all to finish 
off the day.  
 
Here’s to next year!

- Dermott Quigley



RIAC PICNIC IN THE PARK 
IT WAS GOOD TO BE BACK!

difficulties for the other organisers of events. 
The online registration form worked very 
well with the majority of attendees using it to 
register and make a donation electronically. 
 
The weather on the day was kind to us and 
slightly cooler than previous weeks which 
was good! We had a great turn out with over 
170 cars and a small but very welcome cohort 
of vintage motorbikes in attendance. The 
atmosphere was lovely and lively with a great 
buzz of conversation to be heard all around, old 
friends reunited and new friendships formed. 
 
The featured car of the event was the MGB 
and the MG club had a great number of cars 
on show with Gerry Bradley’s MGB Roadster 
being chosen as the best on the day. There 
was also a prize for Colin Balfe’s Rover P6 

We have not had a real Picnic in the Park 
since July 2019 but managed to keep 

the concept alive with virtual ones in the 
intervening years. A big thanks to all who still 
contributed during that time with a special 
thanks to Goodyear who continue to support 
the event. From an organisational viewpoint 
not much changed from 2019 and we had an 
experienced team in place to get the show on 
the road. We initially communicated with Dun 
Laoghaire Rathdown County Council in late 
2021 and the 22nd of July 2002 was put in the 
diary. The Marlay Park personnel, who were 
very helpful, swung into action in the week 
of the event, before that they had their hands 
full organising and dismantling the Longitude 
Festival. We were fortunate to have insurance 
cover under the umbrella of Motorsport 
Ireland for the event as I know this has caused 



Park staff for their cooperation. Thanks To 
the Motor Enthusiasts for sharing their prides 
and joys. A special thanks to all who donated 
and we raised over € 8,000 for LauraLynn a 
wonderful cause that provides support for sick 
children and their families. Already looking 
forward to Picnic in the Park 2023 and another 
great day out!

convertible which was chosen as the most 
desirable car by the judges. Also, there was a 
motorbike prize for Brendan O’Laoghaire’s 
NSU Quickly. Rosemary Smith presented the 
prizes which were kindly donated as always 
by Dublin Crystal. Thanks to the team from 
the RIAC and Motorsport Ireland along with 
the other volunteers who made the day run so 
smoothly. Thanks to DLRCC for providing us 
with such a wonderful venue and to the Marlay - Peter Cosgrove



CHRISTMAS LUNCH

Our very popular Christmas Lunch, including 
the presentation of the Dudley Reynolds 
Memorial Trophy, will take place on Tuesday 
6th December at the RIAC. Please take a 
note of the date as again places are limited. 
Consequently, advance booking is strongly 
advised by phoning 01 6775141 or email 
info@riac.ie. Seats can be reserved at €40 per 
head.

WHO ARE WE?

The RIAC Motoring sub-Committee consists of 
9 members in total consisting of:

Robin McCullagh (Chair)
Arthur Collier (ex officio)
Richard Warbrick
Dermott Quigley
Jonathan Bewley
John Larkin
Larry Armstrong
Alex Sinclair

All can be contacted through the RIAC office at 
01 6775141.
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M E M B E R S H I P 
Please do renew your  membership of  the Archive (or  indeed introduce new 
members) .  The person to  contact  is  Holly at  01 677 5141 who wil l  be only 
too pleased to  re l ieve you of  the pal t ry  sum of  €50!


